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INTRODUCTION
Rising demand for mobile-ﬁrst services
from consumers has laid the foundation
for India's app economy

The nation's digital
economy generates over

$250 billion

Covid19 pandemic has accelerated
digital adoption across the world and
annually from IT enabled
today we stand at the cusp of the
services (ITeS), eCommerce,
mobile-ﬁrst consumer economy. India
digital payments, Information
has today emerged as the 2nd largest
Technology (IT) and digital
manufacturer of mobile handsets in
the world in terms of volume. The
communication services.
nation's digital economy generates over
$250 billion annually f rom IT enabled
s e r v i c e s ( I Te S ) , e Co m m e r c e , d i g i t a l
payments, Information Technology (IT) and
digital communication services. A sharp rise in
online payments (UPI, BNPL, QR based payment on
delivery) has further provided the impetus to the growth
of mobile app economy in the nation.
Emancipation from the pandemic induced phase propelled the growing demand for
apps in India. Studies indicate that India's app development industry is expected to
grow multifold and generate a revenue worth US $1662 million by 2022. Millions of
businesses, corporates, enterprises, and individual users constitute the vast consumer
base of app in the nation. On an average, a smartphone user is estimated to have nearly
20 applications on their device.

®

This vast consumer base, the need and demand of comfort-based communication
via handsets, and the 'Find-anything-with-a-click-of-a-button' mindset is rapidly
transforming the digital app landscape in the nation along with adequate network
infrastructure.

®

Early Digital adopters such as the likes of Uber, Swiggy, Zomato, Amazon among
others have already laid the foundation for a mobile-ﬁrst economy in India. As
more and more sectors join the bandwagon of application-based economy, the
stage is set for app revolution basis digitization in the country and globally.

The report highlights the digital app economy and growth in the nation by analyzing
millions of installs in the ﬁrst quarter of the year (Jan-Feb-Mar 2022) across industries.
Following are the industries which have been identiﬁed as sectors with major app
installations, segregated basis their reach and stage in the economy: Emerging Digital
sectors, which are likely to gain momentum in the coming year and Early Digital Sectors
who've adopted to app based digital technology at early in their cycle and are now
booming.

APP ECONOMY SEGMENT SPLIT

KEY INSIGHTS:

 EMERGING DIGITAL SECTORS 
With signiﬁcant amount of funding attracting the emerging digital segment,
these industries are now shaping the economy as a mobile-ﬁrst digital economy.

® There's a signiﬁcant demand among the consumer base for Edtech applications in
the Covid induced world where education has now become an '0n-the-go' entity.
With schools shutting off owing to safety measures put in place to curb the infection,
upcoming board examination and need of upskilling via various courses available on
many such platforms, all of it combined explains the growing popularity of Edtech
sector.
® The educational institutes became tech-driven overnight as the pandemic engulfed
the world. The sector has also seen massive investments in the last 2 years.
® Many Edtech startups are today leveraging high-end technology by providing
AR/VR headsets to students in the medical ﬁeld to make learning an immersive
experience, thus signaling a further increase in user base in the sector.
® Players like Unacademy, Planet Sparks, Khan academy, Byjus have take the sector by
a storm. With alternate form of career choices engulﬁng the youth, the sector is
bound to ﬂourish in the upcoming quarters as they cater to the needs of these young
crowd.
® As the Indian government set aside restrictions on Crypto, the sector is being
ﬂourished by new investments, making it an attractive sector for the crypto fans and
tech enthusiasts. Indian authorities are working on a legislation on crypto assets,
signaling a further rise in the sector in next few quarters.
® In recent news, CoinDCX, a cryptocurrency exchange, has raised $135 million in its
Series D funding round, with a valuation of over $2 billion. Such investments are
attracting the young crowd of the nation who look at crypto as an alternate form of
investments as well.

® MeitY (Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology) has also come up with a
National Strategy on Blockchain enabling trust towards digital platforms. The
government is also to introduce India's digital currency as adapting technological
advancements are no longer a choice but have become an inherent need in the
nation.
® The Federation of Electronic Sports Associations of India (FEAI) has estimated that
the total size of India's esports industry will touch Rs 1100 crore by FY25. With more
and more developers and investors showing interest in the sector, eSports is soon
making a mark in the digital app economy.
® The number of online gamers using their smartphone has grown by 60% during the
Covid-19 lockdown period and is set to increase at an incremental rate. Further,
eCommerce platforms are also supporting the growth in the sector by providing the
necessary hardware required for gaming enthusiasts.
® These gamers are today looking at eSports as an alternate career choice. Mobile in
India has been on the dramatic rise giving gamers the career option. According to
July 2020 data, India is one of the leading countries globally for PUBG mobile
downloads.
® Roughly 5-10% of mobile games on Play Store are from India publishers and as
developers transition from developing social games to multiplayer games better
suited for eSports tournaments, this number is set to increase.
® In a recent development, eSports has been added as a medal sport at the 2022 Asian
Games for the ﬁrst time. As a sport, it has steadily gained traction with youth,
becoming an attractive option for brands to connect with young audiences.
® With eSports gaining popularity among the Indian audience, advertisers, brands
and agencies are expected to use the tournament viewership to gain reach and
audience.

® Shopping was chore which needed planning until the proliferation of online retail
stores and applications. The industry has caused a massive change in consumer
shopping and discovery. This shift owes it birth to the rapidly changing consumer
needs, real-time comparisons, offers and cashback and the ease of use of
omnichannel platforms.
® Covid19 further accelerated the digital adoption among retail brands, Kirana stores
as well adopted digital- receiving orders and fulﬁlling delivery via hyperlocal
integrated supply chains. Rise in digital payments further led to the increase in
penetration of such applications in the sector.
® Affordability, accessibility, discounts, and payment features like QR based payment
delivery, 'buy now, pay later' sales will continue to drive online retail in India. Tier 2 and
tier 3 cities will be driving the future growth as these retail brands are now aiming to
cover majority of the pincodes.

 EARLY DIGITAL SECTORS 
Early Digital sectors have reached a stage of maturity owing to its early adoption
of digital. Although these industries cater to basic everyday need, the growth rate
in this segment

®

With conventional mediums of entertainment taking a halt at the onset of the
pandemic and lockdown in January 2022, people took to other forms of content
consumption and thus, there has been a rise in app installations in the
entertainment sector (long and short from content).

®

Users now want to consume short-form content in form of videos, a format which is
soon becoming the fastest-growing media segment in the world. Short video
format is today the prevalent way for audiences to consume content on social
media, websites, and live screens. OTT platforms have also gained signiﬁcant
traction over the span of 2 years, owing to pandemic.

®

There has been a steady rise in the app installations in the eCommerce industry.
Rise in new-age wallets coupled with neo banking services entice users with
attractive offers whilst shopping on eCommerce applications, therefore a monthon-month growth can be seen in the eCommerce industry. This growth is paving
way for an increase in the mobile marketing sector.

®

Emergence of new variant of the Covid19 virus is further pushing people to shop
online for their everyday needs. As more and more people got comfortable
shopping for products such as clothes, electronics online, new eCommerce players
in the market are now enticing users to purchase basic everyday needs such as
grocery and instant delivery option, is further pushing the adaption of eCommerce
among the Indian consumers.

®

Increased share of incremental online demand coming from smaller towns is also
giving a leg-up to proliferation of the eCommerce industry.

®

Social commerce, a new trend in the digital marketplaces is now boosting the
payment system in the nation. A switch from cash to online payments via UPI, QR
based payments for pay-on-delivery items, additional cashback offerings from
new age ﬁntech companies such as CRED, Slice, Jupiter, are giving a boost to the
BFSI sector as well.

®

Food industry including the likes of McDonalds, Faaso's, and other D2C food
brands are witnessing a stagnancy due to high use of aggregator economy which
offers better value for money and free delivery options to the consumers, thus
making it a stagnant industry in app installations among users.

®

Stagnancy in the hospitality sector in the ﬁrst quarter is strictly the outcome of
pandemic induced measures. However, as the government eased restrictions and
travel resumed towards end of January, a ray of revival engulfed the sector. Relative
growth took place in app installation in the sector in February and March 2022.
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